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Short Description

EK-DDC Heatsink Housing is an heatsink upgrade kit for any Laing DDC type water pump which replaces the original plastic
housing. This add-on vastly improves the cooling performance of the motor and electronics and thus prolongs the lifespan of the
water pump.

Description

EK-DDC Heatsink Housing is an heatsink upgrade kit for any Laing DDC type water pump which replaces the original plastic
housing. This add-on vastly improves the cooling performance of the motor and electronics and thus prolongs the lifespan of the
water pump.

Optimal heat transfer is ensured by the use of enclosed thermal pad pre-cut for your convenience. Due to it's metallic construction
and finned design EK-DDC Heatsink Housing amplifies the effect of airflow therefore placing the water pump in front of any fan or
radiator will dramatically improve the cooling performance.

Additionally, cooling performance can further be improved by filling the cavities with lithium (electrically non-conductive) grease.

This product is guaranteed to be compatible with any EK-DDC type water pump (EK-DDC X-TOP type) or water pump / reservoir
combo unit with (EK-DDC X-RES type), including DDC BAY X-RES.

EK-DDC Heatsink Housing is made from cast ZAMAK (zinc, aluminum, magnesium, copper) alloy and features nickel plated finish.

This product also features vibration dampening rubber mounting system which effectively de-couples the water pump from the
rest of the computer chassis.

Specifications

Enclosed:

EK-DDC Heatsink Housing
Pre-cut thermal pad
Mounting mechanism with vibration dampers

Made in Slovenia - EU!

PLEASE NOTE:

EK does not guarantee compatibility with other brands DDC water pumps or 3rd party pump tops (volutes). Only EK-DDC
family products are supported!
Vibration damping mounting cannot be used with original Laing DDC pump top (volute)!

http://www.ekwb.com/shop/pumps-and-accessories/pumps/ek-ddc-series-pumps.html
http://www.ekwb.com/shop/pumps-and-accessories/pumps/ek-ddc-series-pumps.html
http://www.ekwb.com/shop/pumps-and-accessories/pumps/ek-ddc-series-pumps.html
http://www.ekwb.com/shop/reservoirs-and-acc/res-pump-combo/ek-ddc.html
http://www.ekwb.com/shop/reservoirs-and-acc/res-pump-combo/ek-ddc/ek-bay-res-dual-ddc-3-2-pwm-serial-pump.html
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Additional Information

Brand EK Waterblocks

SKU EK-DDC-HSMOUNT-NK

Weight 1.2500

Color Silver

Pump Type DDC

Material Aluminum

Vendor SKU/EAN 3831109862667


